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1. A historical retrospective

The Hungarian criminal justice does not essentially differ in its basic principles from the 
criminal justice systems of the European countries. However, it resembles mostly the 
justice of the German, the Austrian and other Middle-European states. In its main ten
dency it follows the basic principles of the civic jurisdiction that was formed at the end 
of the 18lh century and at the beginning of the 19lh century. Even today these basic prin
ciples are called “classical” or “neo-classical” ones. These principles were almost unique 
till the beginning of the 20,h century, more precisely right until the criminological re
searches and views had not proved that the civic basic principles of jurisdiction differ 
from the latest scientific principles in several respects, so they need to be reformed. 
(Joutsen. 2001). The criminological view attacked primarily the ideological basis of the 
justice system, saying that tracing back the crime to the free-will concept being inde
pendent of the influences of the objective relations is unacceptable. That is to say crime, 
criminal offenses also have their own causes, their own causality laws just as all other 
phenomena have. And once we accept this then the aim of justice, of punishment cannot 
be retaliation, deterrent but, on the contrary, emphasis should be placed on prevention, 
on changing the causes. Furthermore, when determining the degree of punishment it is 
not correct to take into consideration only the weight of the criminal act, but also the 
personality and the social environment of the offender as well. That is in the field of 
jurisdiction: a) in the ideological bases, b) in the determination o f the aims o f punish
ment and c) in the area o f choosing the means needed to fulfill the aim, the use of new 
principles has become indispensable. Namely:

a) When questioning jurisdiction, when determining the causes of the criminal 
acts and crime instead of the free-will being independent of the objective rela
tions the causality laws, the determinational processes must be placed in the 
centre together with the biological factory, the social relations in their broadest 
sense and the state of the personality of the offender.

b) It follows that instead of the punitive, deterrent aims the preventive measures, 
the establishment of conscious norm following aims (special and general pre
vention) seems to be needed.



c) Instead of the punishment proportional to the criminal act such a punishment 
that follows the personality and living standards of the offender should be an 
effective means in order to decrease crime.

These positivist, rational principles started to develop from the middle of the 19lh 
century, from the appearance of Adolphe Quetelet’s views and they started to come into 
effect in the 20lh century. In the first decade of the 20lh century in several countries -  
thus in Hungary as well -  a punitive law was established just for the juveniles in which 
the positivist principles dominated. Separate laws concerning the habitual offenders, the 
recidivists appeared a few decades later with similar content. It can firmly be stated that 
in the middle o f the 20th century the positivist, the rational views became dominant in 
the criminal jurisdiction.

But in the 1960s and 1970s a significant part of the experts, however, came to the 
conclusion that the enforcement of the principles had not resulted in the decrease of 
crime, on the contrary, it seemed as if it had enhanced the increase of crime. Because of 
this the experts who had become disappointed in the positivist principles stressed the 
failure of the “treatment ideology”, the treatment of the offenders. Instead they asked for 
the establishment of new jurisdictional basic principles, reforms. Many of them felt that 
the solution was going back to the "classical" principles under the name o f "neo- 
classicism". That is according to them punishment proportional to the crime the princi
ple of strict legality should be reestablished, and once again emphasis should be placed 
on the principle of constitutional state, the enforcement of the basic human rights, the 
priority of the right to live and last but not least the presumption of innocence as one 
important area of the real manifestation of humanism.

Another group of experts, however, looked for new ways to work out new, more 
humane and more just principles and they felt that by implementing all these a modern 
criminal justice could be attained. Because of this they turned towards the victims of 
criminal acts saying that modern jurisdiction cannot be satisfied by stating the commit
ment of the criminal act, by stating the offender(s) personality, by imposing the “just” 
punishment, and carries it out properly, but that it involves the victim too in the jurisdic
tion, since the victims suffer the harm of the act, they have to put up with the injury 
caused by the act. In other words it means, among other things, that jurisdiction can only 
be considered just, i f  beside the proper sentence it serves justice for the victims too, that 
is it ensures the compensation of the caused injury, it remedies the resulting injuries. In 
Hungary, for instance, hardly 10% of the injuries caused by the criminal acts committed 
against property is recovered, it means that criminal justice, in this respect, can be con
sidered unjust in the majority of the cases. The prestige of criminal justice is particularly 
undermined if the compensation of the injuries, reparations fails to be carried out in the 
case of crimes committed against individuals.

Nowadays, several international and national organs deal already with the victims 
of criminal acts and with the reform of jurisdiction. The various resolutions o f the UN, 
the European Committee impel the governments o f the member countries to support the 
victims o f criminal acts, to include them in jurisdiction. The various international and 
national social organisations have also done a lot in the interest of supporting the vie-
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tims. (Such are, for instance, the European Forum for the Victimservices, or the White 
Ring Victim- protecting Organisation in Hungary).

All these efforts have resulted in the fact that, theoretically, a great number of ex
perts in the majority of the developed states have already accepted jurisdiction that deals 
also with the victims, or that is victim centric one. Most is under the name of restorative 
criminal justice in the professional literature. Restorative jurisdiction, nowadays, no 
longer exists merely in theory but it is becoming more and more applied in practice too, 
mainly in the form of mediation, or other compensational cases regarding the injuries of 
the victim in procedure. The European Committee, for instance, have already made 
demands towards its member countries to ensure proper place for the victims in the 
punishing jurisdiction, and to provide for the compensation for the victims’ injuries. 
(Decesion 2001). Thus a new criminal justice system and an organisational form is 
being formed, which bans, puts aside several basic principles and organisational forms 
o f the “classical" or "positivist" views.

2 . The evaluation of some of the basic principles of the current 
Hungarian criminal justice

In the present study only the principle of the rule of law, the liberty, the strict legality, 
the right to the life and the presumption of innocence will be shown.

a) The principle of the rule of law.

The idea of the rule of law, constitutional state is also the product of the bourgeois 
revolution. In the field of criminal jurisdiction this idea is expressed in the principle of 
nullum crimen sine lege, nulla poena sine crimine, which means that we can only con
sider behaviour a criminal act, which is proclaimed so by law, and a person that has 
committed a crime can only be punished, that is the person has shown criminal behav
iour described by law. This basic principle was laid down mainly against the feudal 
absolutism, the power of life and death (ius gladii) and became the most important basic 
principle of the civil jurisdiction. In Hungary the principle of the nullum crimen sine 
lege in the penal code was expressed in the so called Csemegi Codex of 1878 some half 
a century after the Code Penal and has become a leading thought of jurisdiction from 
this time on.

Nowadays, especially after the changing of the social system of 1989 the principle 
of the rule o f law has become a markedly proclaimed principle. It is often connected to 
the demand of the ensurance of the principle of democracy and the basic human rights, 
human freedom. However, the contradictions between the nice, elevated principles and 
the reality burdened by mistakes often lead to a distortion of the approvable principles. 
The principle of the constitutional state, the freedom ensured by law is interpreted by 
many people -  even by leading experts -  that “everything can be done that is not pro
hibited by law".
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In the Hungarian language the law is a narrower notion than the legal rule. An enact
ment is such a provision of law that is accepted, approved by the Parliament, by the 
body of representatives. (The members of Parliament.) This way beside the activities 
prohibited by law several other such types of human behaviour appear in the society that 
are not prohibited by enactment but “weaker” provision of law such as the decisions of 
the government or of the self governments. These types of behaviour that are regulated 
on a lower level should not be declared as behaviour that can be carried out freely.

Beside such types of behaviour that are prohibited by law other than that pre
scribed by enactment we must admit that certain types of behaviour based on public 
morals, the demands of behaviour that are approved of by many people are prohibiting, 
and the “justness” of these cannot be disregarded, since it is impossible to absolutely 
regulate human behaviour by enactment covering all the areas.

The allowance, the freedom of such behaviour that is not wanted, is dangerous, 
harmful for the society, which are solely not prohibited by law, which conveys the peo
ple the idea of “home of great freedom”, in my opinion is harmful for the society of 
today, but mainly for the society of the future, and it necessarily increases the mass of 
norm neglected types of behaviour and the multiplication of such types of behaviour that 
are prohibited by the enactments too and are referred to as criminal acts.

In such an atmosphere a significant percent of the people are forced to find its 
small holes, deficiencies and thus they try to enforce the supposed or rightful individual 
interests. People tend to overstress the principle of “everything can be done that is not 
prohibited by law” and at the same time they forget about their duties, especially about 
the ones that are not laid down in laws or that are prescribed but not by law.

Similar to the principle of the great freedom beyond legal prohibition another prin
ciple is just as harmful to society, namely the one that expands the right to be different to 
the area of criminal difference. For instance, the following can be read in an expert 
study: “It is precisely these values -  the legitimacy, the equality and the rule o f law -  
that present limits to the one sided “socialisation", to the absolute submission of the 
individual to the community state and make criminal jurisdiction not only the means o f 
criminalisation but the magna charta of personal freedom and individual freedom. In the 
name of the community it is not possible to subdue the individual without limits, a person 
cannot be socialised or resocialised at random. A personality cannot be formed or reformed 
by force even by fulfilling official values that are considered to be so right. A person has 
the right to be different has a right to his/her individuality has a right to his/her differ
ence even if his/her behaviour is declared criminal”. (Szabo, 1989).The author was 
properly criticised for this standpoint and he went back on his statement saying that he 
was not referring to the criminal act, but that he advocated only the defence of the free
dom of criminal thoughts, although the written text is unambiguous. Of course the free
dom of thought is not equivalent to the freedom of speech (no matter if spoken or writ
ten) and even less equivalent to the freedom of act. Thought is really unlimited, even the 
criminal thought, but the expression of the thought, putting it into words cannot be to
tally free, since making certain types of thoughts and their content public can come up 
against limits, especially if these words do harm to other people’s rightful interests or 
good reputation. But it is especially valid for the act. Nobody has the right to carry out
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a criminal act, since the penal code in all cases of punishable act, prescribes them to be 
punished. That is nobody has the right to limit other people’s rightful interests, and their 
freedom, unless the law prescribes it so. For instance, the limitation of freedom of the 
crime suspect that are carried out by the organs of jurisdiction. The human rights to 
freedom can only be evaluated together with the human obligations. (Vigh, 1994) When 
justifying their rights people must take into consideration the rights and freedom of 
others. When there is a clash of interests in order to decide who and to what extent can 
fulfill whose rightful demands one must try to understand the position of other people 
and to clarify the varying and contradictory interests.

b) The principle of strict legality

In interpreting the principle of the state of law we must also mention the differing view
points concerning the notion of jurisdiction. The Hungarian Constitution refers jurisdic
tion into the authority of courts that is it renders jurisdiction the monopoly of the courts. 
Theoretically it means that in case of all reported criminal acts the courts have to draw 
up the sentences. Otherwise crime cannot be settled (by police, by prosecution or other 
authoritative organs) or if unexceptionally so it cannot be considered criminal justice. 
The principle of strict legality is there to ensure the grand function of jurisdiction. In the 
last one and a half decade, however, the volume of crime has trebled but the number in 
the apparatus of jurisdiction has not increased on an equal level. This way it often takes 
two to three years to clear and conclude criminal cases. Thus, the preventive effect of 
jurisdiction has decreased to a minimum.

Since the principle o f strict legality renders impossible beside the criminal justice 
produced by the professional judges, the existence o f all other forms o f criminal justice. 
It is not possible to hold someone responsible for criminal acts by other organs (let them 
be state or social ones). Many experts admit that this state is untenable, harmful but they 
can hardly change it, since a 2/3 majority of votes by the members of parliament are 
needed to change the constitution and in the present strained political party conflicts this 
overwhelming agreement is not possible to reach nowdays.

In recent years we can hear more and more often that it is not the rightful sentence 
that is to be expected from the courts but the proper use of law, when forming a sentence the 
court uses the law in accordance with the Penal Code, it makes judgement by taking into 
consideration its regulations. Thus, the law should be just. There is much truth in this 
statement, since it is the law that determines what kind of human behaviour is consid
ered to be a criminal act and what kind of punishment can be imposed for certain crimi
nal acts. It is true that there is a possibility to establish the character and amount of the 
punishment only within the limits of the law. According to the Hungarian Penal Code the 
competence of the court is quite restricted in this respect. For instance, it establishes im
prisonment in some 75% of the criminal cases. Within the remaining percentage in 22% 
imprisonment as an alternative punishment can still be imposed. (Gyorgyi, 1984)

In implementing the punishment the principle of opportunity prevails most in the 
“from to” system of imprisonment. For instance, within the punishment of imprisonment
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from 2-5 or 5-10 years the court can decide “freely”, especially according to the ap
plied practice. It is therefore absolutely unjustifiable to consider jurisdiction the sole 
competence of the professional courts. More precisely it considers a sentence as juris
diction only if it is carried out by courts.

In the 1960s and 70s in the socialist countries, for instance, there was a powerful 
trend to operate the lay, the so called social courts. It was prescribed by law what kind 
of criminal acts were the ones that social courts could proceed. In those countries where 
criminal policy took seriously the social criminal justice (such as in the German De
mocratic Republic) the institute operated properly and successfully. It passed sentence, 
administered justice in some 20-25% of the criminal cases. Social jurisdiction was also 
introduced in Hungary under the control of the trade unions. This fact limited the possi
bility of success from the start, since expert control, expert councelling was missing. In 
this respect we can present the example of the British Magistrate Court processing sys
tem where the appointed clerks, who are legally qualified, fulfill the function of expert 
control. Recently in the West-European and in other developed countries mediational 
procedure gains more and more ground in jurisdiction where jurisdiction is given by the 
negotiations, pacification between the offender and the victim, and with the compensati
on of the harm or injury done to the victim. According to estimates some 30-40% of the 
criminal cases are suitable to be settled by mediational procedure. Hopefully with the 
membership to the European Union the reform of jurisdiction will be accelerated in 
Hungary.

c) The principle of the right to live

This principle in the field of criminal jurisdiction is connected primarily to the death 
penalty, or rather to its annulment. In most European countries death penalty has already 
been abolished saying that even the most vicious habitual murderer has the right to live 
because it is “innate” to the person and it is “inalienable”. The principle itself is accept
able and it is to be followed but the reasoning does not coincide with reality and it 
sounds like a cliché. First of all a person does not have “innate” rights. The rights -  vital 
or insignificant -  are created by the community in which the individual lives and acts. 
All rights and duties originate from social coexistence, from its order o f values. So what 
kind of rights are given by a community (let it be the family, settlement, state or global
ised community) to the individual and what kind of duties are claimed, demanded from 
them depends on what kind of order of values are formed in the community and what 
kind of conditions, living conditions are at hand, or what tendency is shown when they 
change. There were other types of rights and duties for people in the separate primitive 
communal societies and at present they are different for the private property, for the 
economic free competition, for the globalizing societies that are built on knowledge. In 
our era human life is more and more appreciated, so the ensurance of the right to live 
from birth or conception is becoming more and more justified. This tendency gave birth 
to and accounts for the abolishment of the death penalty. The acceptance of the principle 
from the part of experts, however, cannot mean that the death penalty must be abolished
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right away but its preconditions must be set up beforehand. Such a basic condition is, for 
instance, the modern way of thinking of the majority of the public about jurisdiction, 
about death penalty .In a society in which the public have been hearing for many dec
ades that every criminal act must be retaliated in accordance with its gravity because it is 
only then that the sentence is just the majority of the people accepted this concept. The 
Hungarian social situation is a very expressive example of this. In 1990 at the beginning 
of the reorganisation of the socialist social system into a capitalist system the strive to 
abolish death penalty in the West-European countries had the effect on Hungary that the 
newly formed Constitutional Court of Justice abolished the death penalty, although the 
majority of the public, some 85%, was against its abolishment and opposes it to a similar 
proportion even today. The Members of the Constitutional Court of Justice were aware 
of this fact and they did not even pass on the decision to the Parliament and to its hun
dreds of representatives (386), fearing that there they would not have the necessary votes. 
But there was not an unanimous agreement even within the Constitutional Court of Jus
tice made up of experts. This means that the Constitutional Court o f Justice sacrificed 
democracy on the altar o f the “innate”, the “inalienable” rights. (Vigh, 1995) It would 
have been a more effective and more acceptable decision for the public if for a transitory 
period (5-10 years) the death penalty would have been suspended and it would have 
been substituted for a life imprisonment sentence. During this time it would have been 
possible to make the public understand/accept that according to the latest standpoint of 
science the decrease of crime is not the result of the more strict punitive measures but 
those of the proper valuation of the acts and personality of the offender, the conpensa- 
tional jurisdiction, establishing the holding responsible system that serves justice for the 
victims and -  perhaps primarily -  the development in the other areas of social relations.

The mood that demands stricter punishment, the vindication of “tighten them” 
demanding the reestablishment of the death penalty derives from the fact that the major
ity of victims do not get any compensation. So they feel that since their injury would not 
be compensated or that their injuries would not be cared for then at least the offenders 
should be “tightened”, strictly punished. Practical experiences, the already implemented 
mediational procedures prove that the victims who had already received compensation 
are no longer advocates of strict punishment, of lynching. In Hungary, nowadays, most 
of the leaders of criminal policy and of the “great” politics follow the “classical” and the 
somewhat altered “neo-classical” criminal policy principles that were formed at the 
beginning of the bourgeois society, and they try to carry it out in practice.

Therefore declaration of the classical principles on a “high level” makes difficult to 
introduce the restorative jurisdiction.

In connection with the abolishion of the death penalty it is advisable to write some 
more sentences about the individual and mass level of death penalty. The developed 
states, with some exeptions, have abolished the death penalty or have suspended it from 
being carried out on the individual level. This is not the case, however, in the interrela
tion between states, in the case of self-defence or helping other attacked states. In such 
cases hundreds and thousands are killed who are innocent, they are not responsible for 
the tension that arise between states. In such wars “the criminals” can hardly be pun
ished, but innocent people die in large numbers, perish by the guns of the enemy. All
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this, of course, can be referred to as self defence or measure taken against agression. In 
the light (or shadow) of this, however, the habitual killers escape from the death penalty 
and the mass sacrifice of innocent people gains a new evaluation for many people. Ac
cording to the frequent experience a lot of people think that if there is no compromise 
for the settlement of he clashes of interest, then there is fighting, usually armed fights 
and it is the winner of this fight that determines the “innate”, the “inalienable” rights and 
duties. And this is often so even today.

d) The presumtion of innocence

In recent years we can hear more and more often about references to the presumption of 
innocence especially in connection with politicians who fall under suspicion or become 
“involved” in connection with some adverse matter. It is well worth citing the first sen
tence of professor Tibor Király’s study, entitled “What is the value of the presumption 
of innocence?”: “Attention is drawn to the presumption of innocence only when it turns 
out that there is something wrong in the criminal jurisdiction when extraodinary mis
takes, errors come up”. (Király, 1987) This statement was valid at the publication of the 
study but it is especially true nowadays when jurisdiction is out-of-date and its unjust 
side has become evident, easily proved in many respect.

Let’s enumerate the relevant questions, namely: 1) the appearance of the presumption of 
innocence, its historical changes, 2) the various interpretations of the concept, 3) the usability 
of the concept from the point of view of jurisdiction, rule of law, and constitutionality.

1. Historical review

The concept of the presumption of innocence is the product of the bourgeois revolution. 
The first definition can be read in the Declaration of Human and Civil Rights”, published 
in 1789 at the time of the French revolution with the following words. “Every person must 
be presumed innocent until their guilt has been proved”. (Tremmel, 2001) Different from 
this the “Universal Declaration of Human Rights” published by the UN in 1948 that clari
fies the presumption of innocence primarily for the criminal jurisdiction, saying: “Everyone 
charged with a criminal offence shall be presumed innocent until proved guilty according 
to law.” The problems of the presumption of innocence were present in the socialist scien
tific literature (Sztrogonovics, 1951. Horváth T.,1951. Király Tibor, 1958. 1987.), since 
the acceptance of this basic principle, according to many people, could be suitable to prove 
the humanism of criminal justice, the respect of the basic human rights.

2. The various interpretation of presumption

Above all it is useful to specify that presumption -  differing from many people’s views -  
does not mean it is an opinion, it does not contain probability but it is a principle that
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comes to light in the form of norm that specifies legal relations , and thus it contains 
rights and duties. If we presume somewhat as something it means we must consider it to 
be such, independent of the fact whether it is such in reality or not. For instance, the 
presumption of paternity in the family law means that the father of the child is the man 
who lived with the mother in a marital bond from the conception of the child till its 
birth. Every legal effect is connected to these presumed states until the overruling of the 
presumed fact. Even today it is the most general concept that everybody (suspect, ac
cused or not) must be considered innocent until a final judegment finds the person 
guilty. But there is another point of view also, -  and it usually appears in the interna
tional declarations -  which does not connect the stopping of the presumption of inno
cence to a final judgement, but it is “satisfied" with any provision that states guilt, that is 
based on law. There is a significant difference between the two formulations. The final 
judegment usually means the end of the punitive procedure, which can take place many 
more years after the time of the crime committed. It can happen, for instance, in the case 
of caught in the act, the statements of witnesses, the confession of the offender, the per
petrator must be presumed innocent for some years till the final judgement is reached 
despite the above enlisted facts. That is why it is more realistic to establish the guilt by 
legal means, since the legal mean, theoretically, depending on the law can be established 
by the prosecution, the police or other authorities. Connecting the presumption of inno
cence to the final judgement renders the basic principle itself meaningless, an empty 
phrase. For instance, the people whom the police arrest, take into custody, according to 
the presumption of innocence, in all cases did it illegally, in an unlawful manner, thus 
rendering it as someone committing a crime, since there is no final judgement/verdict 
yet. Furthermore, the first degree sentence qualifies as unlawful if there is an appeal, 
since it still finds someone guilty who is under the presumption of innocence. This seri
ous contradiction is lessened by the interpretation according to which the suspension of 
the presumption of innocence is not connected to final judgement but to the “lawful” 
procedure. Even so numerous questions still remain to be answered.

3. Usability of the concept

The presumption of innocence connected to the final judgement questions the legality, 
the reason for existence of every measure taken on the basis of reasonable suspicion, 
since the reasonable suspicion does not presume the innocence of the suspect but ques
tions it. Since if it would presume so then they should deal with them with behaviour 
“suitable for the innocent”. The frequent arrests, or placing the person into custody 
would pass as a criminal act, because the limitation of the freedom of the innocent quali
fies as a criminal act according to the criminal law (penal codejeven if this innocence is 
“only” presumed. In such a case the question automatically arises that, for instance, in 
the case of caught in the act or confession and statement of witnesses can the police be 
given authority to establish guilt, and if so to what extent and in what cases. The pre
sumption of innocence as the basic principle of criminal jurisdiction bears a lot of ques
tion marks. In Hungary, despite the fact that even experts, polititians and other people
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often mention this basic principle and demand its enforcement, criminal procedure law 
does not know such a principle. Instead of this principle it tries to enforce the 
“prohibition o f the presumption o f guilt", which is put into words as follows both in the 
constitution and in the criminal procedure law. “Nobody can be considered guilty until 
guilt is established by the final judgement of the court”. Even the majority of experts 
consider this definition as the presumption of innocence defined by other words. How
ever, this is not about the presumption of innocence and about keeping to it, but about 
another criminal procedure basic principle, namely the prohibition o f the presumption of 
guilt and about its enforcement.

The question rightly arises that if we dismiss the presumption of innocence as a con
tradictory, unusable criminal procedure principle and instead we try to enforce the pro
hibition o f the presumption o f guilt, then would all the demands stay that we had previously 
derived from the presumption of innocence principle. Such demands are: a) the need of 
proof, b) the evaluation of the suppositions, doubts, probabilities not proved, c) the 
proper ensurance of the general legal situation of the accused.

ad a) The proof o f guilt falls on the authorities that proceed in criminal cases. This 
responsibility is in harmony with the prohibition of the presumption of guilt. From this 
definition follows “the argumentum a contrario”, that is the suspect or the accused can
not be forced to prove their innocence, so in other words all those procedural thesis are 
valid that the experts had put into words under the title of the presumption of innocence. 
‘The essence of the burden of proof is in fact that who is to suffer the legal consequences 
of the possibility of lack of proof (in such cases, for instance, in the Roman criminal 
procedure the solution was that if the accused was not convicted -  then the accuser had 
to be convicted)”. (Tremmel, 2001.) In the present day contradictions criminal procedure 
there is no longer need for a strict sentencing similar to the Roman law for the criminal 
authorities in the case of unprovable guilt.

ad b) The evaluation of doubts, the probable but not proved facts (in dubio pro 
reo) derives directly from the above mentioned facts in connection with the burden of 
proof. If the criminal authorities cannot prove authentically the reality of any supposed 
fact that arose the suspicion then this circumstance cannot be attributed to the accused. 
Such doubts, uncertainties should be used for the benefit of the accused, that is to say on 
the basis of all these guilt cannot be established.

ad c) The treatment of the accused person is primarily determined by the relevant 
norms of the criminal procedure. But beyond this the criminal authorities are obliged to 
keep in mind the constitutional and international basic principles connected to the basic 
human rights and duties. From the presumption of innocence criticised and found unus
able by us it would have had the consequence that the criminal authorities are faced with 
innocent people, keep innocent people handcuffed until the legitimate sentence, or until 
the guilt of the accused is established by other legal way. The prohibition of the pre
sumption of guilt goes hand in hand with the concept of thorough suspicion and on the 
basis of this with the use of unpleasant,(degrading) procedural methods for the suspect 
but carried out in the interest of the evidence. The thorough suspicion does not mean the 
establishment of guilt, it “only” renders possible that the given criminal act has been 
committed and thus only the possibility of guilt. Rendering the crime possible does not
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exclude innocence, but questions it, thus the presumption of innocence becomes an 
empty phrase. It follows from this that in the process of criminal procedure against the 
suspects or the accused only those means can be used that exclude the presumption of 
guilt, and they carry out the evidence procedure by taking into account the basic human 
rights. The prohibition of the presumption of guilt gives guidance to the choice of the 
proper treatment of the suspect, the accused to the establishmnet of the procedural 
regulations and to the attitude of the criminal authorities beyond there.

As we have seen in the previous pages the view that what the law does not prohibit 
it can be done is equal to the view that the person is innocent to whom the prohibition of 
the presumption of guilt expands. Here again there is the equality between presumption 
and reality, although presumption and reality do not always have the same meaning, 
what is more in the case of criminal acts the “presumption of innocence” falls in some 90% 
of the accused, or the prohibition of the presumption of guilt proves to be ungrounded 
since some 90% of the accused are pronounced guilty, are legally sentenced by the courts 
(or by other authorities) (Tremmel, 2001). Some people might ask the question that if 
the prohibition of the presumption of guilt “falls” at such a great rate then would there 
be any point in making such a principle one of the basic principles of the criminal pro
cedure, or our criminal jurisdiction should be based on new basic principles.

Closing statements

The short evaluation of some important basic principles of jurisdiction proves that juris
diction suffers from organic disease. That is why urgent and effective measures must be 
taken to cure it, and if it does not bring about proper results then a new jurisdictional 
system must be worked out with keeping consequently to the already existing and usable 
principles. It seems to be useful to place the principles and problems of jurisdiction into 
an open debate above all among experts, but also with the inclusion of the various law
yers, organs of the society. The most urgent questions in which the establishment of a 
modern standpoint is necessary: 1) the evaluation of the principle of the strict legality 
and of the possibilities of social justice and of the public jurisdiction and the increased 
enforcement of the latest, 2) working out the principles of the jurisdiction connected to 
the victims and the establishment of its organisational framework, 3) elimination of the 
nicely sounding but out-of-date views and instead the use and formation of new, realistic 
and effective principles, such as taking out of practice, of the everyday conscience the 
presumption of innocence connected to the legitimate sentencing and instead the use of 
the prohibition of the “presumption of guilt” until guilt is established on the lawful 
channel, 4) the validation of rights and duties, the complex evaluation of the prohibi
tions, the expectancies and regulations.

The unstoppable expansion of the globalisation increases the scope of authority and 
organisational network of the international courts, of the international jurisdiction. The 
people, the nations are more and more well informed, their level of knowledge is growing 
and thus makes it possible to a greater extent the formation of the principles and practice 
of jurisdiction that is truly democratic and more suitable for the will of the people.
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RESUME

Einige Grundsätze der Strafjustiz

JÓZSEF VIGH

Nach den bürgerlichen Revolutionen, seit Ende der Jahre 1700, seit Anfang der Jahre 
1800 ist die bürgerliche, oder mit anderen Worten die klassische Strafjustiz herrschend 
geworden. Deren Wesentliche ist, daß sich der freie Wille auf ideologisches Prinzip gründet, 
die Retorsion, das Abschrecken als Ziel angesehen wird, die Retorsion dann gerecht ist, 
wenn die Strafe mit dem Gewicht der Handlung verhältnismäßig ist.

Aber in der ersten Dritte der Jahre 1800 entwickelnde, wissenschaftliche, krimino
logische Anschauung weicht von den klassischen, bürgerlichen, justizlichen Grundzätzen 
ab, sagend, daß die Justiz nicht auf das Prinzip der freien Wille, aber auf die kausalisti- 
schen Zusammenhänge, auf die kausalistischen Gesetze, und dementsprechend auf das 
Prinzip von Determination gebaut werden sollen. So das Ziel der Strafe soll auch nicht 
in der Retorsion, sondern in der Vorbeugung der Kriminalität bezeichnet werden, und 
die Justiz kann dann gerecht, wenn neben dem Gewicht der Handlung auch die die Per
sonalität des Täters in Betracht nehmende Praxis kommt zur Geltung. Das heißt, eine 
dementsprechend differenzierte und individualisierte Strafe wird bestimmt.

In den letzten Jahrzehnten aber ändert die Kriminologie ihre frühere Anschauung 
immer kategorischer, und hält die Justiz nur dann gerecht, wenn die, neben der Handlung 
und dem Täter, auch die Lage der Opfer in Betracht nimmt und auch den Opfern Ge-
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rechtigkeit widerfahren läßt. Also statt /oder neben/ der klassischen und positivistischen 
justizlichen Grundsätze sieht die Kriminologie auch die Wiederherstellung der den Opfern 
verursachten Schäden als eine Aufgabe. Dieser Typ der Justiz gewinnt als „Restitu
tionsjustiz“ immer größeren Raum in den modernen Staaten.

Die Abhandlung demonstriert im weiteren das Durchsetzen einiger in der heimli
chen Justiz durchsetzenden Grundsätzen. Namentlich wird das Prinzip von Rechtstaat, 
von Freiheit, das Striktlegalitätsprinzip, das Recht zum Leben und das Unschuldigkeits
prinzip gewertet.

Während der Auswertung der genannten Prinzipien kommt der Verfasser zu der Schluß
folgerung, daß die heutige Justiz, die, im Grunde genommen, baut sich auf neo-klassische 
und im Teil auf positivistische Prinzipien, ziemlich veraltet ist, auf wesentliche Refor
men angewiesen ist, und die Grundsätzen der Restitutionsjustiz müssen unvermeidlich 
im Vordergrund gestellt werden.
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